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7 ways to stop 
worrying !  

Fear… 
anguish… stomach 

in knots… over 
eating… under eating ??? 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7 ways to stop 
worrying 

By Julie Hanson& Sue Woodd 

1. Write down what is worrying you on a blank sheet of paper   Draw a line down 
the centre of the page …. write the worry on the left and then calculate the 
likely hood of it happening  out of 10 ?  

2. Practice mindfulness - Staying the moment this brings the mind back into the 
present and trains the mind to focus on staying in the now.  What ever you are 
doing just focus on that and nothing but that !  

3. Practice the art of non attachment,  the mind by nature can attach to something 
and obsess about it  ( train the mind ) Read or re-read Elkhart Tolle books  
“The Power of now” or  “A new Earth”. I download these onto my phone and 
do a shuffle so i get random bits of inspired information when I listen at home 
or out walking. it works better for me than the whole book at once. 

4. Uddiyana Bandha to sublimate the energy - worry is energy which has got stuck 
faffing around in Manipura !!!  5- 10 every day for week, see how that feels ? 

5. Work on self with self esteem … can you handle it ??? Focus on what you have 
done well and what you have achieved in the past.                                           
Worry is “ i cant handle this “  

6. Book your self thinking time - often worrying is not taking time to process 
thought properly . So if you allocate half an hour of thunking time - the worry 
becomes a plan or you process what it is you were worrying about . Process - a 
series of actions or steps taken in order to achieve a particular end: - to end the 
worry. 

7. Focus on something you can control i.e tidy your closet - etc  Don’t try to guess 
what is on someone else's mind or run your own program on it !    
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Short bites … 

To worry is to borrow trouble - it may never happen !!  

Take small steps .. one at a time to solve the issue …  

Meditate  and process the nonsense   

Planning ahead is better than falling behind  

Fear is an unclear goal. 

Go for walk in the fish air talk to a friend about it  
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Worry process list … 

Meditate / contemplate for ten minutes on what it is you are truly concerned about  

No. The worry The worst that can happen The best that can happen Out of 
ten 
mark 

1

2

3

4

5

6
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